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The purpose of this LDRD was the study of parametric instabilities on a laser-

produced plasma, addressing crucial issues affecting the coupling between the laser

and the plasma.  We have made very good progress during these three years, in

advancing our understanding in many different fronts.  Progress was made in both

theoretical and experimental areas.

The coupling of high-power laser light to a plasma through scattering

instabilities is still one of the most complex processes in laser-plasma interaction

physics. In spite of the relevance of these parametric processes to inertial

confinement fusion (ICF) and all other situations where a high-power laser beam

couples to a plasma, many aspects of the interaction remain unexplained, even after

many years of intensive experimental and theoretical efforts.  Important instabilities

under study are stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS), stimulated Raman scattering

(SRS), and the Langmuir decay instability (LDI).  The study of these instabilities is

further complicated by the competition and interplay between them, and, in the case

of ICF, by the presence of multiple overlapping interaction beams.
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Stimulated Brillouin scattering consists of the decay of the incident

electromagnetic (EM) wave into a scattered EM wave and an ion acoustic wave

(IAW).  Similarly, SRS consists of the decay of the incident EM wave into a scattered

EM wave and an electron plasma wave (EPW).  Langmuir decay instability is the

further decay of an EPW into a secondary EPW and an IAW.

The principal areas of research covered during this three-year period were the

following:

a) Modeling of Parametric Instabilities in Speckles

b) Langmuir Decay Instability

c) Non Maxwellian Plasmas

d) Multiple Interaction Beams

e) SBS from Speckle Distributions

Modeling of Parametric Instabilities in Speckles

The theory of parametric instabilities in randomized laser beams is based on

the idea that a laser beam focused through a random-phase plate (RPP) in a plasma

produces a statistical interference pattern that consists of many randomly distributed

local maxima of intensity.  In each maximum, called a “speckle”, the laser field

drives the parametric instabilities, each having a different reflectivity, depending on

the laser power trapped in the particular beamlet.  However, because of the small

size and random locations of the speckles, experimental observations represent

averaged data, which are the sum of emissions from many independent speckles

integrated over the resolution time of the instruments.  We applied this modeling
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to an experiment where the back-scattered light due to stimulated Brillouin

scattering was resolved in space, across the laser’s focal spot.  In the experiment, we

observed that more than 50% of the scattered light was generated in only a few

localized speckles.  This implies that the ratio of the local reflectivity from a speckle

to the average one (if space resolution were ignored) was over 100 – a significant

discrepancy if one is to compare the average reflectivity to existing theories on

parametric instabilities.

Langmuir Decay Instability

The Langmuir Decay Instability (LDI) is of importance as a potential saturation

mechanism for SRS.  We studied Langmuir waves experimentally using Thomson

scattering, in a collaborative effort with the laser facility at Ecole Polytechnique,

France.  Using Thomson scattering of a short wavelength probe beam, two EPW’s

with the same frequency and propagating in opposite directions were

simultaneously observed.  The primary EPW’s were identified as an LDI product.

Other possible mechanisms of production of the secondary EPW’s were analyzed

and ruled out.  This experiment demonstrated that (1) even small density

fluctuations associated with Langmuir waves can produce the Langmuir decay

instability and (2) the decay of the Langmuir waves should be included in the

modeling of SRS, even in the case of low reflectivities.
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The study of SBS and SRS is further complicated by the interplay between the

instabilities and/or the decayed waves. Their growth in the presence of waves

(either IAW or EPW) associated with another instability is an important element in

any attempt to explain their behavior. In experimental conditions similar to the

study of LDI, an anticorrelation between the levels of IAW’s and EPW’s has been

observed by changing the initial conditions for interaction.  Inhibition of SBS by SRS

can explain the observed delay for the Raman growth.  The spatial location of SBS

can be explained partly by pump depletion inside the laser hot spots (speckles) which

contribute the most to SBS, and partly by the overall intensity distribution along the

laser axis.  The interplay between these instabilities has been an experimental fact for

over 10 years, and their understanding is a crucial element to determine the laser

coupling and laser light distribution in plasmas created inside cavities such as

hohlrams.

Non Maxwellian Plasmas

Non-Maxwellian electron velocity distribution functions exist in plasmas

where there are sources of energy to sustain the plasma state away from the usual

Maxwellian equilibrium.  Whether it be nonlinear, many-wave interactions (such

as described by quasi-linear theory), turbulence, a high-power laser heating a high-Z

plasma, or nonlocal heat transport in laser-produced plasmas due to steep

temperature gradients – non-Maxwellian velocity distributions have long been

identified for conditions that are readily accessible in experiments today.  When the

laser intensity is sufficiently high, electron-ion heating takes place fast enough that

electron-electron collisions cannot equilibrate the distribution, giving rise to these
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novel states.  Through this project, we developed the first systematic calculations of

the solutions of the plasma-dispersion relation, taking into account electron velocity

distributions that can be different from Maxwellian.

Multiple Interaction Beams

An important component of our research was the modification of the

instabilities in the presence of multiple interaction beams. Enhanced forward-

stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) has been theoretically predicted both in the

case of crossing beams with different frequencies in homogeneous plasmas, and in

the case of beams with same frequency in presence of plasma flow. This can produce

energy transfer from one beam to the other or a redistribution of the laser energy

along the forward direction.

We reported the first observation and spectral analysis of enhanced forward-

scattered light of a laser beam in the presence of a second, identical, laser beam,

crossing the first one at 22,5°.  Results obtained with parallel and crossed

polarization for the two beams demonstrate that the coupling between the beams

must happen through the ion acoustic waves. Enhanced forward scattering is likely

due to enhanced forward stimulated Brillouin scattering through same type of

resonant process as what has been observed theoretically for symmetric modes, or

experimentally for waves propagating along the bisector of two beams. Linear theory

predicts no growth when the two laser beams have the same frequency, but because

of the small angle between the two beams (22,5°), the frequency of ion acoustic

waves  involved in this process is very small compared to the laser frequency. The

resonance conditions should be easily satisfied if one includes all possible
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modifications of laser frequencies through hydrodynamic effects, density evolution,

local heating, or modifications of ion acoustic frequency through Doppler effect in

the flowing plasma. The large width of the red-shifted component also indicates that

a broad spectrum of ion acoustic waves can contribute to the coupling. If SBS is in

the strongly coupled regime, nonresonant ion modes could be driven by the laser

beam, with the frequency of these modes depending on the laser intensity.

SBS from Speckle Distributions

The localization of SBS was studied in a plasma irradiated using random

phase plates (RPP) to produce a statistically predictable intensity distribution in the

focal spot. We presented the first experimental evidence of the localization of SBS

emission, in a plane perpendicular to the laser beam axis, demonstrating that only

few small interaction regions contribute to the total SBS emission. SBS emission

from these small spots has been evaluated leading to local reflectivity much higher

than the average SBS reflectivity, by a factor ~100. These observations are consistent

with the recent concept of convective amplification of SBS in randomly distributed

speckles as produced by the RPP. This new approach is important as it can explain

the moderate observed average SBS reflectivity, because of the limited number of

SBS-active speckles, and pump depletion within these speckles. This statistical

theory has been successful in explaining a number of different physical features of

SBS in a recent experiment. The observation of localized regions of SBS emission

observed in this experiment demonstrates the importance of the microscopic

description of SBS.
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